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Hollywood to study moving-picture work for France. He
looked at the bust and chuckled.
" I see it is Pan—one never can deceive a woman! "
Charlie said that he wished it were the portrait of someone
else so that he might admire it as he pleased : " I find him so
very interesting, this fellow you have made."
Suddenly an idea flashed across his brain, and like a spoilt
king whose every whim must be instantly executed he shouted
to his valet:
" Get ready some tents—procure some tinned foods—get out
the camp beds—we'll start to-morrow morning ! "
The valet seemed well used to his vagaries.   He asked only:
" Shall you take the chef ? "
Charlie looked at me, questioningly. I informed him I
couldn't boil an egg
" You ought to be ashamed," he said, " we'll take the chef."
We had planned to start at ten o'clock, but it was midday
before we got away. His servants had in the short interval
been sent in search of " a location suitable for camping/
They had selected one in the mountains and another in the
woods for us to choose, but Charlie would have neither. He
decided for the sea coast.
" It is crowded all along/1 his servant reminded him
" Nonsense, we'll find a place."
That day I learnt something about Calif ornian roads on a
Sunday ! Every soul seemed to be on the road, driving a car.
Every workman owned his Ford. Along the smooth winding
roads they raced, they pursued, they overtook. The air was
full of gas and dust, humming with machine noises. The
surface oily. The only roads that had no traffic were what
Americans call " dirt roads," which does not mean dirt at all in
the English sense of the word, but is used to express a road that
is not macadam. Now the earth roads, we discovered, led
nowhere, except to farms and fields, and we lost much time in
retracing our ways. The macadam roads led down to the
seashore, where crowds were picnicking.
After several unsuccessful explorations the sun had lowered
considerably. We were faced with a race against daylight.

